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Media Overload  
 

June 25th, 2009 -the world was shaken. King of Pop, Michael Jackson, was rushed to the 

hospital after going into cardiac arrest due to an overdose of propofol. While working tirelessly 

to prepare for his “This Is It” final tour he found himself stressed, exhausted, and unable to sleep 

at night. On the night of June 25th Michael begged his physician, Conrad Murray, to administer 

propofol to him in order to sleep. He went into cardiac arrest shortly after. Tragically, he was 

pronounced dead the same day at age 50. Friends, family, and fans were grief stricken. But we 

all know the story...how could we not? The media freaked out! All other news took a backseat to 

the worldwide coverage of Jackson’s passing. Already infamous, his death skyrocketed his fame.  

The media did not  cover his death lightly. Being a famous popstar worldwide meant 

worldwide coverage dominating the news. Virgin Media, commenting on the internet traffic said, 

“It’s the first time we’ve had so many crashing problems since 9/11” (Michael). Not only was his 

passing plastered on the news on tv and online, he was also all over social media. Fans or not, 

most everyone had a very active reaction to the news and their medium was social media. Social 

media was full of opinions, stories, and conspiracies, all circling Michael Jackson. Some 

suggested his doctor killed him, some suggested it was all a ruse and that he is still alive. 

Regardless of what people were actually saying, the point is that everyone  was saying something ! 

This death started a worldwide conversation through many different mediums. When it came to 

the memorial service, 31 million people watched (not including the mass amount of people 

actually present at the service) (Michael). Michael Jackson’s death is a key event in social media 
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history because of the enormous and excessive amount of coverage and because of how active 

the audience reacted to the death. 

Another huge effect of the media coverage was an increase of album sales. Jackson’s 

singing, dancing, and writing had him in the public eye since the 1960’s. His career was the 

epitome of success, winning 13 Grammys, 13 number one hits, and being inducted twice into the 

Rock ‘n’ Roll Hall of Fame. After all, he is the King of Pop. Most eloquently put, “Jackson was 

one of the best-selling and most-honored artists in modern music history” (Hinckley). The man 

was a legend and loved by most;  his album sales after his death grew exponentially. The music 

being bought was hits from many different years of his career. He had no new albums and in 

fact, since he had not toured or produced anything new in a considerable amount of time, his 

American popularity was slowly decreasing. After his death and during all the news coverage 

and public discourse, his music rose again to those who had previously moved on. All the 

coverage caused a correlation to sales, a “sudden outburst of obsession with his music” 

(Michael). While unspeakably tragic, Michael Jackson’s death did  actually make him more 

famous and financially successful.  

7 years later... and Michael Jackson’s death is still talked about! I believe we have media 

to attribute that fact to. Without the around-the-clock news coverage, documentaries, and the 

release of his “This is It” documentary, people’s reactions may not have been so active and 

world-rocking. Without the enormous reaction of the world, perhaps only true MJ fans would 

still remember all the details of the tragedy. While Michael Jackson, even before his death, was 

an immensely famous artist, not all celebrities’ deaths are made into such a worldwide event. 

Most often when someone famous passes I receive a Fox News notification and maybe hear 
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about it on the nightly news for a minute... and then it’s over. In 2009, after a crazy, eccentric, 

successful, and legendary life and career, the media made sure his devastating passing would not 

soon be forgotten.  
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